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THIS WORKBOOK IS a coming together of all aspects of the winning grants process: prospect research, program planning, grantwriting, proposal submission and follow up, and relationship building and stewardship. In this fourth edition, Winning Grants Step by Step will continue to augment the many workshops and clinics and the various forms of consultation available on proposal writing.

Special acknowledgments specific to this fourth edition go to three extraordinary individuals, all of whom were also strong devotees of the first three editions of this workbook. Ashyia Johnson is a contributing author to this edition, serving as the primary writer for Step 8 (Budgets). Ashyia brings over fifteen years of finance and budget experience in both public and private sectors. She has spent the past five years in project management and leadership roles in the federal government, where her primary focus is on budgetary and financial matters. She is also an active member of several nonprofit volunteer organizations, including Delta Sigma Theta, Inc., Jack and Jill of America, Inc., and the Junior League of Washington where she serves in various roles that involve financial and program planning, as well as fundraising. Sheryl Kaplan is back again from the third edition to contribute several sample proposals for successfully funded grants. Sheryl is an eighteen-year veteran as a grantwriting consultant and has her own consulting practice, SKaplan Grants. Patricia Sinay is a second contributing author to this edition, and is the primary writer for Step 4 (Goals and Objectives). She brings more than twenty years of experience working with nonprofits and foundations. She now runs Community Investment Strategies, a consulting firm she founded where she specializes in collaboratives, board development, nonprofit capacity building, and philanthropic program development. Patricia teaches a class on public service at the University of California, San Diego, and is in frequent demand as a speaker and facilitator at conferences and workshops.
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